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in another thread, a user called fruity thing said they got their account from a friend who had a bot. they paid someone to set it up for them,
and it gained them around 10,000 followers. they then deleted the account and tried to get the money back from their friend, but he denied it.
my bad. bye. i got my instagram account from a guy who had a bot. i paid him a pretty penny for the service and he gained me a few hundred
followers. and then i realized i made a mistake and deleted it. i do not like my new account. and i also do not have a new account. sorry. you

can get a lot of followers for a few dollars per day, and even gain thousands of followers with relative ease. while some users have found other
ways to earn money on the platform, theres only one legitimate way to get a real followers that have no interest in your content, and thats

through creating fake accounts. if you're looking to build your instagram game to work from the ground up, theres no easy way to get
followers. however, if you're willing to spend a little money on a bot, you can get thousands of people to follow you, and even gain hundreds of

thousands of people who actually like your content. only a few of the bots get accounts banned. but smith says theres no way to determine
who operates the bots, and who created them. some users operate their own bot networks that have been around since instagrams first days,
and smith says theyve been extremely successful. others have created a network of third-party bot platforms that make the job much easier,
and theyre more popular. but its also not clear how many people operate these, especially since its still legal. in addition, narang says theres
so many people on instagrams platform that its easy to find a way to get followers. another side effect of this bot-operation is that it provides

an outlet for people to target followers who they believe are following them unethically.
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